
It is stated that nowadays, it is more vital to be a risk taker and do your tasks as fast as possible 
instead of working with slow pace and ensuring that everything is working properly. I partly approve 
of this statements, because I believe than we can benefit from these trends both.

On the one hand, although making risks and doing tasks quickly might have some negative points, 
sometimes they provide a lot of benefits for people. With the aid of risks people can achieve more 
success in their careers. Many prosperous people undergo some difficult tasks and make fast decision 
in order to become more successful. For example, for people who are working at market, sometimes 
it is crucial to take risks to outcompete other competitors such as buying the whole products of a 
specific company. Moreover, it is true that taking risks and fast decisions may bring some failures to 
people, but they can learn from their mistakes and improve their skills to attain success in future.

On the other hand, admittedly, working slowly and ensuring that everything is proper offer a lot of 
advantages too. Considering all of the aspects of a decision in work can lead to better achievement. 
When people work with patience, they can experience more pleasure in their profession. 
Furthermore, doing tasks in a peaceful status causes people stay healthier. By performing risky tasks 
and quick decisions people experience more stress which is not pleasant. They can do their works in a 
calm and relax condition by making sure that everything is right.

To put it in a nutshell, I uphold this point of view that people can achieve valuable results both from 
taking risks and working quickly and doing their duties nice and calm in serene statue and ensuring 
that everything is working in its perfect way.


